This paper investigates trellis structures of linear block codes for the IC (integrated
Based on the theory of L-section trellises [9] , it can be shown that Define the non-empty set,
Suppose we choose a subcode C' of C such that dim (C') = dim (C) -1 and the set of coset
is generated by the single row r E G. From the above statement
it is clear that st(C') = al(C) -1 for exactly those l where r is active, i.e.,
Hence we have the following proposition.
Lemma 1: If there exists a row r in the trellis oriented generator matrix G for the code C such that aspan(r) D_ Im_x(C), then we can form a subcode C' of C generated by G -{r}
Since G is a trellis oriented generator matrix, G' = G -{r} is also trellis oriented. We can apply the above proposition again to C' if there exists a row r' E G' with aspan(r') D__Im_×(C'). This yields a subcode (_ with dimension smaller by one and Sm_x(C) = Sm_x(C') -1. If no such row r' exists, the proposition cannot be applied and the recursion stops.
The above proposition can be generalized.
Let R(C) be the following subset of rows of G,
where IQI denotes the cardinality of any finite set Q.
Proof:
by counting the number of rows r E (G -R') that are active at the position l. But this number is exactly less than Smax(C) by p'. For
I _ /max(C)
and satisfying s,(C) > Smax(C'), we are assured by the hypothesis that s,(C) will be reduced by at least st(C)-
To prove the converse, let C' be a subcode of C whose dimension is dim(C) -p' and
Without loss of generality, we may let C' be generated
Let 7-be the minimal trellis corresponding to G. Let 7" be the minimal trellis for C'. Let
Nt(R')
be the number of rows r' in R' such that l E aapan(r'). Then, at every position
is the smallest possible state space dimension. Therefore
The utility of the above theorem is that it shows how to choose a subcode C' of C 
However, we find that no subset R' of R(C) exists satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1.
Hence we cannot build a trellis consisting of 64 parallel subtrellises for this code without violating the constraint on the maximum state space dimension. If we choose / = 5, then we can find a subset R' = {r6, rr, rs, r12, rl5}
that satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 1. Hence choosing the subcode C' generated by G -R' we obtain a trellis T for C consisting of 32 parallel isomorphic subtrellises. Each subtrellis is isomorphic to the minimal trellis for C' which has Sma.,(C') = 4.
For the same code, the 32-section minimal trellis has the SCP that gives .Smax.32(C) = 10
and /max(C) = {117., 14, 18,20}. Using Table  1 
and iM E a.spa_(r).
So )_(i_I)M(Ct)= /\(i_,)/_I(C)-
1. Therefore, &M(C')= _SiM(C).
Traceback Complexity
Consider the problem of traceback to determine the best path through the trellis. In the minimal trellis, the ACS-i corresponding to state s, E &M has to store aiM(C) + P,(C) bits in order to identify which of the 2a'MtC) composite branches merging into si and which of the 2 P'(C) parallel branches that form a composite branch survives. Therefore, in the minimal trellis, each ACS-i needs to store EiLI(aiM(C) + P,(C)) = dim(C) bits in order to identify sequence of surviving incoming branches.
In the non-minimal trellis, the storage in number of bits required for each acs-i
is Z;_=I(6_M(C') + P,(C')) = dim(C')
where C' is the subcode of C corresponding to the subtrellis. 6.2.
L=8, A4=8
Let {0, 4, 7, 10, 10, 13, 13, 13, 10, 13, 13, 13, 10, 10, 7, 4 , 0} (Sm_xa6(C) = 13). The (64, 40) subcode with the best SCP is generated by G = G-{r_®G,/_, r_®G1/2} where r I and r_ are the two rows with span [2, 15] and [3, 14] in the trellis oriented generator matrix for RM (16, 11, 4) .
The SCP of the minimal trellis for C is {0,4,6,8,8,11,11,11,8,11,11,11,8,8,6,4 {0, 4, 6, 8, 6, 8, 8, 8, 5, 8, 8, 8, 6, 8, 6, 4 
